Set the perfect tone for your practice.

The look and feel of your environment sets the mood for your patients and staff, from the moment they walk in the door. The A-dec Inspire collection gives you more ways to express yourself, with more color choices than ever before.

With a wide range of adaptable configurations—and the flexibility to select from a variety of materials for countertops, cabinets, walls and infills—it’s easy to show your individual style.

This Color Guide is where it all begins. See what’s available, then visit a-dec.com/InspireMe, where you can put together design options, create customized palettes, and order color samples.

The choices are all yours. Now, it’s time to be inspired.

From distinctive patterns to soft translucent colors, infills add an interesting look and elevated aesthetic to your operatory. Infills are framed with silver metallic trim for an elegant, and durable, finishing touch.
Cabinet & Clerestory* Infills

Bear Grass Lite  Drift Brown  Electra Silver  Fossil Leaf Random
Ice  Veil Pure  Kite  Mari Seamless
Micro Cirque  Scribble Cloud  Spider  Swept Silver

*A clerestory is an architectural term for a high section of wall, with windows above eye level. The colors and products shown may vary from the actual materials and are subject to change without notice. Please see your authorized A-dec® dealer for accurate color samples and the most current product information.
Inspire solid doors come in a range of colors and finishes. Choose from laminates with warm wood tones, fresh designer colors, even the look of fabric. All are durable, beautiful and made to last in the dental environment.
Solid Surface Countertops

- Quarry Melange
- Concrete
- Dove
- Paris Fog
- Maple Harvest
- Baja Melange
- Beige Tempest
- Pebble
- Arctic Melange
- Avalanche Melange
- Frosty White Mirage
- Milk Glass Spectra
- Smoke Drift Prima
- Rain Cloud
- Cloud Mist
- Whisper White
- Designer White
Shown with Blonde Echo laminate, Bear Grass Lite infills and Avalanche Melange solid surface countertops.

Shown with Amber Cherry laminate and Maple Harvest solid surface countertops.

Shown with Vapor Strandz laminate, Ice infills and Torquay quartz countertops.

Get inspired at a-dec.com/InspireMe